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This study will discuss the decline and events surrounding the

unconventional end to the British motorcycle industry and the phoenix of the

Triumph Meriden Motorcycle Co-operative conceived as a reaction to the

threat of closure that eventually proved to be ephemeral. Triumph

motorcycles had become part of the industrial holding company Birmingham

Small Arms (BSA) in 1951. In the face of bankruptcy it had been

government aided into a reverse take-over by the only other British

motorcycle manufacturer Norton Villiers to form the Norton Villiers Triumph

Company (NVT) in July 1973.1 The new company was owned by

Manganese Bronze Holdings (MBH) controlled by Dennis Poore with the

state as a major stakeholder. NVT immediately proposed to rationalise the

business from three factories to two by closing the Triumph Meriden factory

with the loss of 1,750 jobs.2

The Triumph workers reacted unremarkably for the time in response to

redundancy by occupying the factory. Thousands of other industrial workers

across Europe and North America took similar action to the global economic

downturn.3 In Britain the ‘work-in’ at Upper Clyde Shipbuilders had inspired

a wave of over 102 factory occupations between July 1971 and March 1974.

In Norfolk during 1972, after an occupation, a handful of women workers

who had resisted closure formed a workers’ co-operative.4 After an eighteen

month occupation the remaining 200 workers at Meriden resumed work for

a company that they controlled and with the financial backing of the Labour

government.5 As Meriden reopened the government was embarking on a

new course, Eric Varley replaced Tony Benn the pro-state interventionist
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Industry Minister and the Treasury increased its control.6 The motorcycle

operations of NVT slipped into liquidation leaving Meriden the sole surviving

British motorcycle manufacturer. Management Today commented that

‘There can be few cases of industries collapsing so swiftly and so

completely.’7 This study concentrates on the weak performance of the

industry during its final period. However, it acknowledges the Steve Koerner

thesis that the underlying factor responsible for the decline was the inter-war

strategy to concentrate on low volume production of larger machines

generating higher profits.8

The history of the British motorcycle industry is one of gradual and irregular

decline from global supremacy in the 1930s.9 There are a small number of

studies of the industry but not as proliferate as that for motor vehicles.10 The

company has some similarity to Leslie Hannah’s description of corporate

development in Britain in Rise of the Corporate Economy. It grew from an

armaments manufacturer to an industrial holding company absorbing

several legendary motorcycle names to become the dominant British

manufacturer.11

BSA displayed the common weaknesses of a holding company as

described by Derek Channon in The strategy and structure of British

enterprise, it lacked a central policy making direction, and the Board

strategy was in essence to have no strategy.12 One cause given by

Management Today was that ‘British firms were small and run by men with

limited management horizons.’13 The BSA company had nothing
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approaching a complex managerial hierarchy that Alfred Chandler described

in Visible Hand or Strategy and Structure.14 Even after the management

consultants McKinsey had recommended a move to a multi-divisional form

in 1964, its introduction was very problematic and caused conflict between

existing management.15  One managing director of the motorcycle division,

Edward Turner reacted to the introduction of the multi-divisional form by

declining to take an interest in the BSA and Ariel factories in Birmingham,

rarely leaving Meriden. Meanwhile the whole company became ossified with

‘BSA and Triumph…fighting each other almost to the bitter end.’ 16

Ironically, it was Turner who had identified the smooth multi-divisional

structure at Honda of Japan on a visit in 1960. Honda shared with BSA both

a foundry and a machine tools division but unlike BSA with its separate

firms, the divisions at Honda were fully integrated into the structure.17 The

BSA Company attempted to integrate its motorcycle operations, and

although transaction costs were reduced the results illustrated by a former

BSA Executive, Bert Hopwood were almost absurd.18

The decline of industrial Britain often referred to as the ‘British disease’ has

been a common feature of academic research since the 1970s.19 The

primary reasons have been given as low productivity and a declining rate of

profit together with the gradual loss of both home and export markets.

Although much research has been done on the motor vehicle industry there

have been minimal published scholarly studies of the motorcycle industry.20

The motorcycle industry shares a number of similarities with motor cars in
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the issues raised in the aforesaid studies such as problems associated with

a wide product-range, labour intensive production, weak management and

declining profitability.21 The motorcycle industry is however distinguished by

its far higher rate of decline from being the third highest export earner in the

1950s to virtual collapse in the mid 1970s. Despite the rapidity of decline of

the motorcycle industry institutional studies of the motor vehicle industry

bare some similarity in respect of the relationship between government,

industry and workers.22

The industry blamed the decline on Japanese competition caused by

government policy that had forced them to neglect the home market

because of ‘fiscal measures’ and interference.23 The only defence of the

industry is a reply to this debate by the right-wing Conservative ‘think-tank’

Centre for Policy Studies that government intervention can be blamed for its

disappearance.24 However the only comprehensive business history of the

industry by Steve Koerner argues that it collapsed because of ‘internal

weaknesses’.25 Koerner’s study suggests that there was no single factor but

several contained in three phases. The factors ranged from the ineffective

response to the collapse of demand during the 1930s, failure to develop a

cheap lightweight product during the post-war boom, to the final phase

when managerial ‘culture’ misguidedly dismissed Japanese competition.26

At the 1969 BSA Annual Meeting, the Chairman agreed that Japanese

competition was beginning to encroach into the ‘super-bike’ segment of the

USA market.27 Unfortunately, as another BSA executive admitted, their
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response was to do nothing.28 The failure of the industry to meet the

challenge from Japan was one of the chief criticisms of the 1975 Boston

Consulting Group report commissioned by Tony Benn.29 The past

performance of manufacturers was heavily criticised, they had been too

preoccupied with ‘short-term profitability’ at the expense of long term

competition.30 The report outlined the weaknesses of the British plants that

‘show all the signs of many years of chronic under-investment…the factories

have effectively no experience of high volume, low cost, highly automated

manufacturing and assembly methods.’31

According to Doug Hele the former Chief Designer at Triumph to get more

production they employed a larger workforce ‘rather than investing in more

sophisticated machine tools. The money at the time should have been

ploughed into tooling for the more modern motorcycles, realising as they did

not, that it would take five years to develop a modern motorcycle.’32

The Boston Group criticised the ‘segment retreat strategies’ of the industry

‘in the long run…they are almost always disastrous.’33 This has been

challenged by Karel Williams et.al. for ‘placing too much emphasis on the

difference between British and Japanese market philosophies.’ They argue

that the strategy adopted by the industry to retreat and concentrate on

‘superbikes’ was logical because conditions in Britain ‘enforced short-run

objectives.’34 The retreat to the ‘superbike’ market was probably the only

option open to the industry although domestic demand was sluggish the

North American market was expected to grow. Martin Fairclough contests
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the view that the industry had a segment retreat strategy, the much larger

small lightweight market had only been abandoned after an attempt to

develop new products had failed and aggravated the problems.35 The third

sector as Table 1 shows, the 250cc to 500cc category, was rapidly shrinking

and identified by Barbara Smith as one of the causes for the industry’s

decline.36

Table 1: Motorcycles Registered in the United Kingdom

1958 1972

Up to 250cc 977,000 874,000

250cc – 500cc 286,000 47,000

500cc and above 54,000 59,000

Source: Motor Cycle Association.37

The British industry was much smaller in scale and less efficient than the

Japanese. Les Huckield a local M.P. proudly referred to the motorcycles

built at Meriden as not a ‘mass produced machine but precision built by a

labour force of skilled craftsmen.’38 For Dennis Poore the future lay in ‘an

explosive technological effort to catch up with the Japanese’ the problem

was that resources to commence such a project were beyond the capacity

of an ailing industry.39 In the early 1970s output was 50,000 motorcycles or

fifteen per man year. In comparison, the capital intensive methods of

Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki each made between one and two million

machines with output per man year varying between 100 to 200

motorcycles.40 British workers used multi-purpose machines sixty per cent
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of which were over twenty years old and some were quite ‘vintage’.41 Once

the Co-operative had started production assembly was still ‘controlled by

hand and not machine’ but output increased from twenty one to twenty six

motorcycles per man year.42 Organisational reforms included the end of

demarcation between jobs, an egalitarian wages system and the sharing of

knowledge. The outcome was a staggering fifty per cent increase in output

despite the transfer of some of the more modern machinery to NVT.43

Robert Oakshott has suggested that the productivity increases recorded

could provide the solution to the productivity gap attributed to poor labour

relations by Pratten in his international comparative study.44

The Secretary of State for Industry in 1975, Eric Varley, told the House of

Commons that the major problem with the motorcycle industry had been

‘the great failure of British management in the industry over the years.’45

The failure of management, one of the principle criticisms of the Boston

Report is echoed by Williams et.al. who argue that firms did not have the

‘managerial resources to take on Japanese mass producers’ that ‘controls

[were] primitive or non existent’ and the motorcycles were not ‘cost-

engineered at design stage’.46 Martin Fairclough endorses this argument,

the small team at Triumph were ‘recruited for motorcycle expertise and

enthusiasm…rather than general management skills.’47 The NVT Chairman

claimed that one of the reasons Meriden was to close was because of poor

management who had not the competence to organise the flow of supplies

to the factory.48
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Robert Oakeshott has suggested that workers resented having to pay for

poor management with their jobs and consequently were keen to support

self-management. The legacy continued after the birth of the co-operative,

conventional management was considered unnecessary.49 At Meriden

opinion about workers management competence was ignored and all

positions were elected from the shop floor except for a handful of specialist

professional managers.50 However, by 1977, technical and financial factors

forced a reappraisal of management positions and Meriden became the

subject of voluntary expertise until Geoffrey Robinson became Chief

Executive in 1978.51

One of the factors identified by Williams et.al. as being responsible for

Britain’s poor performance at manufacturing was employers control over the

labour process and their difficulties in dealing with a heavily unionised

workforce.52 At Meriden, the workforce was fully unionised but unlike plants

in the multi-union motor industry eighty per cent of the workers were in one

trade union.53 Labour relations were relatively harmonious more akin to the

atmosphere of a ‘family’ firm and most issues were resolved over a ‘packet

of Woodbines.’54 Management control over the shopfloor was delegated to

experienced craft workers who were invariably the fathers of sons or

daughters working at the plant.55 Labour market conditions in the Coventry

area by the 1970s were such that the firm increasingly had to rely upon

external recruitment rather than family connection, the ‘new comers were

ejected unionists from the car plants.’56 In 1972, Meriden workers were the

highest earning engineering workers in Britain. Something, which Bert
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Hopwood attributed to a strong union with ‘expert’ negotiators over piece

rate bargaining, high product demand and a management team concerned

with ‘production at any cost.’ 57 The delegation of management control, once

of mutual benefit, now resulted in over-capacity and over-manning as sales

declined.58

The final two years of BSA control over Meriden were categorised by

widespread strikes as management attempted to retrieve control thus

adding to the poor performance of the company and an eleven per cent

drop in production for the 1972-73 year.59 Hopwood had an affinity for the

Meriden workforce and was disappointed in their response to revitalise the

company and its products in 1971.60 Despite being let down he believed that

the workers at Meriden would support the plans of management once

explained sympathetically. 61

These two years were crucial for the firm’s survival. Despite the research

indicating their affinity with Triumph it may well be true as Alan Fox has

argued that workers do not see themselves tied to the success or failure of

the enterprise in which they work.62  This is contradicted by a Times report

that substantiates the view that Triumph workers were not only proud of

their motorcycles but had a long-term stake in the company. Workers in

response to a question ‘how long have you been here?’ told the journalist

‘I’m a newcomer, I’ve only been here eight, nine, ten years. Most told me

over twenty, thirty or even forty.’63  Although Triumph was part of the

industrial scene in Coventry the low labour turnover was in marked contrast
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to the high turnover experienced in the nearby car plants.64 One of the key

features of Meriden was the preponderance of family groups working within

the plant which had been fostered to meet the demands of the tight

Coventry labour market during the 1950s and 1960s.65

The motorcycle industry and the Meriden story are inextricably bound up

with government and its transition from a hands off approach to an

interventionist stance and then its reverse.66 Until the 1970s, despite being a

major dollar export earner, it was never considered an important component

of Britain’s manufacturing structure.67  Only when BSA was on the verge of

collapse in 1973 did the Conservative government intervene.68 In a

controversial move the government brokered the NVT deal with the injection

of £4.8 million for shares in the new company and MBH purchased all the

non-motorcycle assets of BSA for £3.5 million.69 One critic, Jock Bruce-

Gardyne argued that this was purely a two year holding operation rather

than a long term survival plan for the industry.70

The Department of Industry, after the 1972 Industry Act, became more

interventionist and the policy continued after Labour came to office in 1974

until 1979. However, government policy was applied inconsistently. Under

the direction of Tony Benn there was a twin track approach to the industry.

The first was emphasised by Benn in terms of his overall objectives for

greater public ownership including the motorcycle industry.71 The second

was greater industrial democracy to which Benn was heavily committed and

the workers at Meriden were the vanguard for this policy.72 The
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phenomenon of the anti redundancy co-operative was not unique to Britain

but the sponsorship by the state was, and this is attributed to the

determination of Tony Benn.73 When Eric Varley replaced Benn the policy

reverted to the pre-1974 corporatist model of intervention. Yet the Treasury

had consistently throughout applied a non-interventionist stance in the

application of valuable ECGD export credits and was the instigator of the

final collapse of NVT.74

Table 2: Motorcycle Imports and Exports
from the United Kingdom over 100cc engine capacity

Exports Imports

1972 43,877 49,984

1973 41,091 59,585

Source: Motor Cycle Association.75

The alternative to retaining a motorcycle industry in the form of the Meriden

‘experiment’ would have been for the government to have fully funded NVT.

The evidence would appear to suggest that Poore, despite his public

statements supporting a revitalised industry, had no definitive plan to

turnaround the business.76 NVT argued that a two factory industry was the

only alternative and chose Meriden as the one to close despite plans for

increased output.77 Before the collapse of BSA, a firm of consultants had

recommended the closure of Small Heath a Victorian inner city factory
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considered ‘out of date’.78 Dennis Poore denied that he was aware of the

report and argued that expanded production at Small Heath was possible

because it had additional space.79 In contrast, the Meriden plant was the

only purpose built motorcycle factory in Britain and was already working at

undercapacity.80 The shop stewards at Meriden believed that Poore had

interests in property development and that it was designated for closure

because it was valuable housing development land.81

The motorcycle industry ‘was beyond saving by 1974’ but the Meriden co-

operative was ‘doomed from the date on which…it was so unthinkingly

launched.’82 This essay has reviewed some of the general literature

surrounding the poor British manufacturing performance and concurs that

only a vast effort beyond the political will or circumstances of the time could

have rescued the motorcycle industry. For the Meriden Co-operative the

upheaval within the industry could not have happened at a worse time.

Sales were totally dependent upon the North American market and due to

the oil crisis of 1973, the market for motorcycles suddenly soared and

manufacturers in particular increased production. By the middle of 1974 it

became apparent that this was a ‘blip’, the US market had not increased but

declined. Japanese manufacturers like Honda with a massive stockpile of

machines, equivalent to one year’s production, reacted by slashing prices

and increased their share of the US market.83

The Meriden Co-operative continued trading until 1983. However, by 1979

the difficulties were of such magnitude that the Managing Director, Geoffrey
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Robinson MP had to advise the trade unions that redundancies were

inevitable. Unlike the rosy picture painted by supporters of the Co-operative,

Robinson was blunt in his description of the financial crisis that had been

inherent from the beginning.84 The first was the company gearing that made

it ‘wholly unrealistic from the start…to service the government loan.’ The

second was the control over marketing and sales but held by NVT until May

1977 when the Co-operative was able to buy the rights. Finally, attempts to

recover the North American market were dealt a blow due to the twenty one

per cent revaluation of sterling. ‘Ever since it started up in business in March

1975 [Meriden had] been producing more bikes than it sold…furthermore

the motorcycles had been sold at a loss.’85
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NOTES

1 BSA Group News (Birmingham, 1961). In 1861 the Birmingham Small Arms Company
Limited was formed, two years later the factory at Small Heath was completed. In 1866 it
acquired a munitions factory and in 1880 it went into bicycle manufacture. In 1906 it took
over the National Arms and Ammunition Company's premises in Sparkbrook and acquired
the Eadie Manufacturing Co. Ltd. of Redditch in 1907. In 1910, BSA acquired the Daimler
Co. Ltd. of Coventry.  After 1918 its main activities were put under separate management.
BSA Cycles Ltd., BSA Guns Ltd., BSA Tools Ltd. and Daimler at Coventry.
During the Second World War, there were further major acquisitions, New Hudson Ltd.,
Sunbeam Ltd. and Ariel Motors Ltd.  In 1953 BSA Motor Cycles Ltd. was created from its
motorcycle section, Ariel Motors and the purchase of Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd. in
1951. Further purchases in the mid-1950s were Carbodies of Coventry and the Idoson
Motor Cylinder Co. Further companies, such as BSA Broach Co. Ltd. and BSA Small
Tools Ltd. were also created from existing BSA companies. Daimler was sold to Jaguar
Cars Ltd. In 1960. In 1973, BSA was taken over by Manganese Bronze Holdings Ltd.,
which owned Norton Villiers. Norton Villiers and BSA were merged to form NVT Ltd.

For details of the merger and the BSA subsidiaries at the time of the merger with NVT
see; Hopwood, Bert,. Whatever Happened to the British Motorcycle Industry?, Yeovil:
Haynes (1981), p.295.

2 There is much controversy about the question of government backing for NVT and a two-
factory survival scheme involving the closure of Meriden. The summary of events
prepared by Alistair G.Cave indicates that the decision was ‘anticipated in Plan X
circulated to the Department of Trade and Industry and Barclays Bank’ before the NVT
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